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In the past decades several programming models have been developed - each with a differ-
ent approach and different focus. These models usually give the programmer the possibility of
designing the program and proving its correctness at the same time. Each approach and each
paradigm has its strong and weak sides (for example, a language manipulation tool is easily
described by a grammar, a network protocol by Petri-nets for more usual problems structured
programs are more suitable. There is no single paradigm which fits well all cases.
The programmer has to make the decision: either to use a single model or to design the
whole program as a composition of different parts each of a different approach. The prior case
he has to tackle with describing the whole program in the very same model which can turn
very difficult at some parts and mess up perscipuity. At least correctness could be dealt by the
usual proofs inside the model. The latter case he may choose whatever approach is suitable for
each subproblem, however in the practice the possibility of a totally correct correctness proof
is lost as integration is done by linking the object codes of the different parts together and the
hiiker has almost nothing to do with correctness.
How couid we provide correctness proving methods for programs built up using many
models? Either we could improve the compilers to issue certificates of the behaviour of the
compiled modules and also the linker to investigate if the modules are integrated in a correct
way, or we could try to bisimulate programs across models. This second alternative holds out
the chance to reveal correlations between the different models that might help us improving
our proof techniques - badly needed for improvement of the linker to integrate the proofs.
It’s not an easy job to bisimulate programs of various models. The correlation between the
models are often flimsy or at least hardly palpable. In the article we will review some key con-
cepts of programming and design a model for simulating programs of other models. These key
aspects include state of data or variables the program works on, and also the state of the pro-
gram which tells us what could be done in the next execution step. Many models do not have
both of them, either do not allow the use of variables of different types (grammars, finite state
automatons for example) while others do not focus that much on state transitions (structured
programs). We introduce a model where we can have both kinds of state separately which
is very helpful in simulation. Then the operational semantics is specified so wc could reason
about the correctness of the bisimulation of programs of various models such as structured
programs, finite state automatons, Petri-nets, grammars. Finally we give some ideas on topics
for further research.
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